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As a reviewer, I can see what has 
happened since I last reviewed this 
merge request: 2 files with new 
changes to review and 1 comment that 
I needs my attention.

I click to jump to that comment…
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Start a review Add comment now Cancel

@

andr3 André Luís

katokpara Katherine Okpara

jramsay James Ramsay

kerrizor Kerri Miller

jboyson Justin Boyson











Code owner + Who last changed this line

Author

Reviewer

…where Katherine, the merge request author, 
and James, another reviewer, are participating.

Hum, this discussion is getting a bit convoluted… 
but since they are in other timezones, I’ll reply 
with my thoughts so they can read in their own 
time.

It also looks like we need specific expertise here.
When I start @-mentioning, I see that André was 
the person who last changed this line of code 
(and he’s also a code owner of this file). He might
have an idea why this was changed, so I’ll 
mention him in my comment.
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Katherine mentioned you

Meanwhile, I notice that Katherine and 
James are looking at this merge 
request right now.

I also get a notification saying that 
Katherine mentioned me in a comment
and that James is now replying to one 
of my comments.

This is great timing! Since we’re all 
online maybe it’s time we jump on a 
call to clear up the discussions 
together and get back on track.

 

 James Ramsay is typing…
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 James Ramsay is typing…

Start shared session
Invite to Zoom meeting

I decide to invite them to a Zoom video
call, which also starts a collaborative 
shared session in the merge request.
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In the shared session we can follow each other 
and write comments together in real-time.
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 Sharing

Follow participants (2)
    James Ramsay • README.md:37
    Katherine Okpara • README.md:37

Ask to be followed
Copy link

End shared session







Start a review Add comment now Cancel

Pedro Moreira da Silva with 

Katherine Okpara

James Ramsay





Collaborating in real-time on the 
merge request allowed us to quickly 
reach a consensus. And we could 
easily record everything we discussed 
in GitLab, instead of using separate 
tools.

Before ending the shared session, we 
add a joint comment with a summary 
and next steps.

 Pedro Moreira da Silva with  • just now
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Copy link
Commit as file comment
Edit comment
Delete comment

Report abuse

Finally, in the shared session we 
realized that one of the changes must 
be documented for posterity, so that 
we can prevent mistakes and clarify 
our decision.

So I come back to the comment to 
commit it to the code base. This adds 
the comment directly to the source file 
as a code comment.

 Pedro Moreira da Silva with  • 2 minutes ago
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